Materials:

- Assorted colored paper
- Scissors
- Glue sticks
- Colored markers and pencils
- Single hole-punch
- String
- Clear tape (optional)

Activity Instructions:

1. Fold the piece of paper from the top right corner down to the opposite side until the top left corner is folded to a point (you'll have a triangle and a rectangle on bottom as show below)

   ![fold](fold.png)

2. Cut the rectangular piece with scissors

   ![Cut](Cut.png)

3. Fold the opposite corners onto itself into a smaller triangle

   ![fold](fold.png)

4. Flip the triangle as shown where the folded crease is on the left side. Cut slips of equal width parallel to the slanted side of the triangle.

   ![Cut parallel to this side](Cut parallel to this side.png)

5. Open the triangle up. Take one arch and glue it on top of the opposite arch. Repeat the gluing process by alternating with the outermost pair of arches on top of each other.

   ![Open the triangle up. Take one arch and glue it on top of the opposite arch. Repeat the gluing process.](Open the triangle up. Take one arch and glue it on top of the opposite arch. Repeat the gluing process.png)

6. Once you have reached to the end, flip the figure over and glue the creases of the remaining arches that you skipped together. You will end up with a spiral wind chime.

7. Hole-punch the top of the wind chime and tie a string through it so it can be hung. It may be decorated with markers.